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Welcome John, could you 
tell us something of your 
career? 
My main job is Director of Acroflight 
Ltd, an aerospace engineering 
consultancy which l own. I also 

have an executive director role with GECI and I am 
technical director of the Supermarine S.5 project. 

I have effectively worked for myself since 1988 (except 
for a period at Pilatus Aircraft where l was Chief of Stress). 
The nature of the business meant that at times l was a 
one-man band, while at others we had nearly 30 
employees and consultants. 

I left British Aerospace in 1986 to work at HW Structures, 
an Essex-based consulting firm expanding into aviation, 
but who were also heavily into automotive development 
and utilised FEA and other computation-based simulation 
methods. They sent me to the USA where GM’s Saturn 
was implementing aerospace know-how into its new 
range of cars. 

l left to create my own business, having struck up a 
working relationship with a division of GE (then the world’s 
largest organisation), which led to a joint venture whereby 
my company supported its rapidly expanding engineered 
polymer division, and for seven years we converted heavy 
metallic structures into lightweight thermoplastics. We 
provided R&D support, computational analysis and 
optimisation capability, while being fed almost endless 
leads by the vast global GE corporation. Such was the 
pace that my initial business loan was repaid in a matter 
of weeks. 

During that time, we were able to offer concurrent 
engineering (simultaneous stress analysis, design and 
industrialisation) services to SME, enabling them to bring 
new products to market much more quickly in a cost-
effective manner. Simulations reduced the need for 
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physical testing. It was a fast-moving business, forcing us 
to develop methodologies and solutions to a vast array of 
engineering problems. I divested that business in 1997 
and spent time training for an ATPL, but ultimately decided 
it was not something I wished to make my career.

l relaunched as Aerodesign (UK) pretty much 
coincidental with the tragedy of 9/11, which led us to focus 
on ‘blue-chip’ clients as many of the interesting aircraft 
projects we had were struggling. We worked for GKN on 
A400M wings, thereafter to Fokker on the A380 FLE and 
Desmond Norman then asked us to complete the loads 
analysis and initial structural sizing for his Skylander 
aircraft. Ultimately the French Government decided to pull 
funding on the programme, causing our company much 
pain, and I had to seek employment.

Fortunately, Pilatus were looking for a Chief of Stress, 
the challenge included designing their first jet, first twin 
and dealing with EASA instead of certification via FOCA, 
which led to me setting up a home in Switzerland. During 
my time in Stans l flew my Europa out there, sometimes 
calling in to Metz to see the relic of the Skylander hangar 
and offices. Once  l decided to fly across the Alps to Italy, 
having undertaken only some Alpine training, this proved 
daunting and, l admit, extremely frightening. Being at 
11,000ft over the mountains is not trivial.

I founded Acroflight in 2018 and decided to set the 
business up and operate as lean as possible, to utilise only 
expert consultants (such as Dr Bill Brooks), use high-end 
engineering tools and operate in a way that was enjoyable 
and productive.

We have a wide range of work now, from LAA grass-
roots modifications to development of VTOL structures, 
electric aircraft, R&D under Horizon 2020 to help develop 
future airliner manufacturing methods (thermoplastic, 
welded structures) and some design and build projects. l 
feel we have the right balance of design and stress-based 
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Some past and 
present projects:

Top The airframe of 
the RR ACCEL 
project is currently at 
the final fit stage. 
Photo: John 
Wighton.

Above left Richard 
Goodwin’s jet Pitts, 
he’s seen here with 
LAA’s Ben Syson.

Above right Glen 
Waters’ Allison 
C250-B17B turbine 
powered Glasair III. 
Photo: Nigel 
Hitchman.

simulation work, forward looking projects that will influence 
aerospace in the coming decades and practical nuts and 
bolts projects with hands-on work that keeps both the mind 
and the body functioning.

What started your interest in engineering 
and aviation? 
Aged about four, at an airshow, I experienced the 
noise-induced tummy rumble of an English Electric 
Lightning taking off on full reheat. That triggered something 
which has never gone away – aviation gets into your soul. I 
moved from static models to free flight and R/C gliders and 
powered models and became a SMAE (BMFA) club 
instructor and later an examiner in the 1970s. Model flying 
remains an important part of my self-therapy, although not 
on the intense basis of 1972 to the mid-90s. In fact, it was 
the loss of an expensive R/C model that pushed me 
towards ownership of full-size share. 

Did you do an engineering apprenticeship?
My aeromodelling activities naturally led to doing 
engineering qualifications. After school l elected to go the 
OND route rather than A-levels and at 17, with an OND in 
mechanical engineering, l applied to BAe Hatfield, which 
offered a place on their new undergraduate apprenticeship 
programme, conditional upon gaining a place at a listed 
university or polytechnic. Hatfield polytechnic offered a thin 
sandwich course which fitted nicely.

During my time, which was a fully indentured 
apprenticeship contracted with my dad, I spent six to 
eight weeks each in a range of departments, which meant 
l got to know the lie of the land, and I fully capitalised on 
that later on. 

Near the end l was faced with a self-imposed choice; to 
work in the HS-125 sales engineering department or go 
into the stress office. A dull thud could be heard when l 

asked to go to the stress office – such was the surprise 
from the training manager on the other end of the phone. It 
was not popular with apprentices, but it seemed to me like 
a great place to learn about aeroplane structures and 
materials. I am a supporter of the current trend towards 
more apprenticeships, provided they are structured and 
comprehensive in scope and duration.

How has the job of stress calculation 
changed over the years?
The story of the evolution in stress analysis involves both 
material science and the ability to do many computations, 
i.e. the use of computers.

Much of the early stressing was done using no more 
than a pocket calculator and a copy of Bruhn (the stress 
man’s bible) but as a young stress man l could see the 
potential of computers to aid the (rather tedious) repetitive 
and iterative process of doing stress calculations. Back 
then at Bae, FORTRAN 77 was used, today we utilise script 
language (Python and similar) to automate and link 
processes. This can greatly reduce the time taken when 
many similar calculations are needed on different parts of 
an aircraft. However, for small aircraft projects it is rarely 
possible to utilise these techniques as it takes a lot of time 
to write, debug and validate code.

Consequently, for some LAA projects we often revert to 
early methods, utilising volumes by Bruhn, Nui, Roark, 
Perry, Peterson, etc. Material data is obtained from MMPDS, 
CMH-17, ANC publications, etc. The LAA has done a really 
good job of consolidating much of these volumes into 
usable data, hence TL 1.16 (material allowables) and other 
TL series documents which provide the budding designer 
with the basics. For an aircraft constructed largely with light 
alloy or wood, these are usually sufficient for design 
analysis purposes. Where static strength verification is the 
primary objective, these traditional methods are valid. 
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As composite construction is now commonplace, this 
requires us to consider orthotropic material properties 
(directional stiffness and stress). Consideration of 
monolithic and sandwich construction across a somewhat 
bewildering range of fibre-reinforced materials, requires 
the accurate calculation of material allowables to enable 
margins of safety (MS) or reserve factors (RF) to be 
calculated. To achieve accurate values simulation of these 
structures, using finite element methods (FEM) is 
somewhat inevitable.

There are many FEM packages out there, some are 
free, but many require costly licenses. This cost can only 
be justified if the packages are used sufficiently. 
Acroflight’s license fees amount to approximately £40k 
annually, requiring significant usage and a corresponding 
charge rate. We also utilise CFD and Mechatronic software 
as we move towards a fully digital representation of an 
aircraft or related process. 

Whatever the material and construction method is utilised 
there is always a need to verify any stress work. In the past 
testing was seen as the principle means of compliance 
(MoC) with analysis used as part of the process of creating 
prototypes. However, the industry can no longer afford (in 
time and material cost) the trial and error iterative process of 
several prototypes, hence today’s aircraft MoC is by 
analysis, validated by test. This requires the regulator to 
have significant knowledge of, and experience with, the 
range of computational methods used. Test programmes 
often overlap the first flight of a commercial aircraft and entry 
into service, putting the onus on accurate predictions and 
simulations.

What particular challenges does the Replica 
Supermarine S5 involve?
The replica utilises much design data from the Ray Hilborne 
version from the mid-1970s. This includes a stress dossier 
and many drawings and, where we have found holes in the 
drawing tree, we need to generate new drawings or derive 
the data from scratch.

An area that has benefited from more than 100 years of 
design analysis and research is flutter; the aeroelastic 
behaviour of past aircraft was often only known at the flight 

test phase of a project. For the S.5 we have focused 
attention on the rudder control circuit, aft fuselage bending 
and torsional stiffness, as well as simplifying the control box 
design in the cockpit. Elimination of rudder cable slack and 
ensuring the controls are fully mass balanced where 
possible are high priorities.

Some opportunities exist to bring modern construction 
methods to the S.5 build, these are being applied 
sympathetically so as not to dilute the authentic external 
profile and sound of the aircraft. For example, the original 
battery box design consists of 30 parts, we will make it as 
one part in composites and utilise a modern LiFe battery to 
save mass. We are encouraging LAA members with skills to 
participate in the project. There is a website (www.
supermarine seaplane.co.uk) and social media platform to 
enable people to keep up to date with the project.

Do you see electric aircraft as a long-term 
solution?
We initially intended to enter the RAeS electric air racer 
design competition but had a conflict of interest when a 
competitor’s Taylor Titch design was submitted to us for 
comment. ‘Our’ Titch consists of the remains of G-BABE, 
plus some parts obtained from the USA and my initial idea 
was to utilise ‘over-sized’ model aircraft technology and 
equipment into this aircraft. These thoughts have moved on 
somewhat, as we are using knowledge gained from our 
involvement with the Rolls-Royce ACCEL electric NXT 
programme. That is an order of magnitude more complex 
and costly – it’s objective being to break the World Speed 
Record for electric aircraft. The eTitch, as it is inevitably 
called, will hopefully be revealed in early 2021.

LAA TL 3.28 is packed with data and content that should 
encourage others to develop their own electric aircraft or 
electric propulsion system. Although recreational eFlight will 
bring some environmental benefits (lower airfield noise) the 
technical challenges needed to enable commercial flight 
using pure electric powerplants are a decade away at least.

In what, where and when was your first 
flight?
My first glider flight was in a K13 at North Weald in 1976 

Below The stress 
analysis of the 
containment jacket 
around the Pitt’s AMT 
Lynx engine. Photo: 
John Wighton.
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Tri-gear, G-IPOD

but as a teenager my focus was on model flying, it wasn’t 
until the mid-90s when l had some time and funds that I 
pursued a PPL. I gained a PPL in 1996 at Earls Colne in 
Essex, flying C150/C152 aircraft. 

As mentioned earlier, I also worked toward a self-
improver ATPL for a while at Huffmann Aviation in Florida.

How many hours and types have you flown?
Looking at my logbooks, l have 20 different types and a 
total of 1,000 hours. This year l had hoped to reach 1,000 
hours P1, but COVID-19 has probably put paid to that.

I did night flying training in the States and spent quite a 
few hours under the hood. I took the excellent IMC ground 
tuition course run by Nigel Willson at Earls Colne but did 
not do the flying part. Amongst the types flown are the 
Speedtwin Mk1.

Do you have a favourite and not so keen on 
type flown?
The Europa is an excellent aircraft. Flown light, one-up, it is 
agile and really good fun. Mine has the Rotax 912 ULS 
which suits it well. 

As an engineer l naturally look to improve everything 
(aeroplanes, cars, toasters – anything) and have done so 
with the Europa, and we are selling the taildragger 
conversion kits worked up with Miles McCallum in 2002. 
The first example, G-MLXP finished by Mike Davies, is 
beautiful and combines many of the characteristics Ivan 
Shaw wished for in the Europa monowheel, with much of 
the practicality of the Tri-gear.

Other Europa related projects include an attempt to 
re-stress the aircraft for a MAUW of 1,450lb (already 
permitted in some countries). We have also developed a 
large wing test rig to facilitate testing of a Europa XS wing 
donated by Clive Sutton. The rig is multi-purpose and 
also being used for the eTitch and other test 
programmes.

What aircraft have you owned?
The majority of my logged time is in my Europa Tri-gear, 
G-IPOD. This was purchased with 100 hours on it in 
2009 from builder Steve Vestuti, who is responsible for 
the excellent standard of build and finish – something l 
try to maintain.

Before that l had shares in a TB-9 and a PA-28. The 
PA-28 Warrior was a six-man syndicate with two co-
owners living abroad, consequently the weekday 
availability was good for business trips.

What is your best aviation moment? 
Flying the Europa solo for the first time stands out – l took 
it solo without any transition training (don’t do that at 
home folks). I flew P2 in a PC-12 when at Pilatus, that is a 

fantastic aircraft, especially when valley flying in the Alps. 
But l think my best flight was achieving my first one hour 
R/C gliding flight with a Chris Foss Hi-Phase. That flight 
included a descent to about 15ft at 40 mins, from where l 
got a low thermal and climbed to a speck.

Do you have any aviation heroes?
RJ Mitchell – for being selfless and leaving us with 
memorable aeroplanes which have inspired millions into an 
aviation career. Rich Goodwin – who has infectious 
enthusiasm, is a brilliant pilot and never gives up! Chris 
Foss for his influential and efficient model designs.

Have you had any ‘I learnt flying from that’ 
type moments? 
Inadvertent IMC at 1,200ft in a PA-28 with a first-time 
passenger. My pax freaked out, lashing with arms and legs 
whilst l tried to execute a 180° turn – we both lived and he 
went on to become a fast jet pilot with the RAF.

Flying at 11,000ft over the Alps with the valleys below 
filled with cloud. Listening for any strange noises that might 
come from the engine. 

What’s on your aircraft or vehicles wish list? 
A PC-12 NGX for business and family trips. A Zlin Savage 
Shock Cub for trips to Sainsbury’s. My Europa and the next 
project waiting to be started at the workshop.

Do you have any non-aviation hobbies and 
interests? 
The house we purchased in the mid-90s, which has 
enabled me to build a spa house and now an office in the 
grounds. I am now eyeing up a site to install an 8m x 4m 
workshop. And I have recently bought an electric bike, 
which has rekindled an interest in cycling.

What aviation aspirations do you have? 
I would like to get my Europa cleared for IMC and validate 
my IMC training. And from a business perspective, I await 
the outcome of the EASA/CAA split and will get an 
appropriate DOA for the company. This may be an EASA 
21J or CAA A8.21 approval. 

Any finally, what advice would you offer 
pilots?
Keep the paperwork up to date and ensure you know your 
aircraft top to tail. 

Experience over the years with shared aircraft under 
145 maintenance indicates that serious mistakes do 
happen. I once found an elevator control with a missing 
nyloc nut – the PA28 had flown over an hour since 
maintenance and had miraculously not crashed. Be ever 
vigilant! ■
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